


Sugarplum handles the most complex logistics withSugarplum handles the most complex logistics with
professionalism, support and execution unparalleled in ourprofessionalism, support and execution unparalleled in our

industry. Based in Maryland, Sugarplum serves the DC area &industry. Based in Maryland, Sugarplum serves the DC area &
beyond. From the largest tents to the smallest details, you canbeyond. From the largest tents to the smallest details, you can

count on Sugarplum to get it right every time. We offer acount on Sugarplum to get it right every time. We offer a
complete selection of the highest quality tentscomplete selection of the highest quality tents    along with all thealong with all the
accessories. From that first phone call through the final dance (oraccessories. From that first phone call through the final dance (or

speech!), we are with you, answering every question andspeech!), we are with you, answering every question and
handling every change. It might be your guest count or ahandling every change. It might be your guest count or a

changing weather pattern, décor option, or even venue (yes, itchanging weather pattern, décor option, or even venue (yes, it
happened once the night before a wedding!).happened once the night before a wedding!).    We are there 24/7We are there 24/7

and guide you through the process to ensure a great event.and guide you through the process to ensure a great event.
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S A I L C L O T H 
he soft, creamy white of the Sailcloth Tent sets it apart from other

tents —as do the natural wooden poles and the hand-stitched
detailing around the edges. Sugarplum’s Sailcloth Tents are unique in

the industry: they are engineered for safety as well as beauty. The
translucent yet strong material enhances daytime events with warm

natural lighting; and at night they give off a luminous glow. 
All Sugarplum tents are made in the U.S. with the best hardware and

fittings. The graceful and soaring lines of the Sailcloth Tents take their
inspiration from the sea and the sailing ships of yesteryear—and are
equally at home by the water or on lawns everywhere! They are the

perfect choice for events from May through October.
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G A R D E N 
When looking for a unique, showstopper tent, consider our 

Garden Tent. It is a beautiful multi-tiered tent that offers several

unique features including a dual annex layout. Its distinctive

construction allows you to transform your event space in an

unexpected and unforgettable way! We offer our Garden Tent in

Black with clear tops for a Conservatory feel, or Green with white

tops for an Atrium/Greenhouse aesthetic.
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C L E A R 
T O P

aving an event in a clear tent is a
magical experience. The outdoors
becomes the decor —and in the

evenings, the ambiance can’t be beat as
the lighting reflects a kaleidoscope off of

the ceiling. Clear tents are most
effective in the Spring and Fall when

there is landscaping/ nature around or
interesting architecture and when

temperatures are cool.
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hite tents are classic! They also take on the
vision YOU create. The ceiling can be lined

with fabric or fabric swags, or be left
unadorned. Dramatic chandeliers look great

as well as more subtle lighting. Even in
gorgeous weather, a white tent sends a clear

signal —there’s something special 
happening here!
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